Purpose: Adaptive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based brachytherapy results in improved local control and decreased high-grade toxicities compared to historical controls. Incorporating MRI into the workflow of a department can be a major challenge when initiating an MRI-based brachytherapy program. This project aims to describe the goals, challenges, and solutions when initiating an MRI-based cervical cancer brachytherapy program at our institution.
Purpose
Cervical cancer is the fourth most prevalent malignancy in females worldwide with an estimated 520,000 new diagnoses and 270,000 deaths annually [1] . Standard management of locally advanced cervical cancer includes external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) with concurrent cisplatin-based chemotherapy and brachytherapy (BT) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Classically, BT was prescribed using the Paris and Stockholm method of milligram Radium-hours or the Manchester method to point A using orthogonal radiographs for treatment planning [9, 10, 11] . A more modern approach uses 3-dimensional (3D) -based treatment planning, either with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 3D BT allows for dose-volume evaluation of the target and the organs at risk (OARs). MRI-based treatment planning has superior soft tissue contrast compared to CT, which allows for more accurate delineation of the gross tumor volume (GTV) and the high-risk clinical target volume (HR-CTV) [12, 13] . Regardless of the planning technique chosen, BT is a critical component of curative intent treatment of cervical cancer, and cannot be replaced by EBRT even with newer techniques [14, 15, 16, 17] .
MRI-based BT is time, labor, and resource intensive, and therefore, the workflow to deliver state-of-the-art MRI-based adaptive BT can be challenging. The aim of this project is to provide the challenges and solutions that our institution experienced when developing an MRIbased BT program with the goal of making MRI-based BT more accessible to other institutions.
Material and methods

Clinical challenges
The team and first steps
In January 2014, our institution began the transition from a CT-based to MRI-based cervical BT program. The goal of the program was to deliver state-of-the-art BT for our cervical cancer patients, on par with the treatment delivered in the pioneering centers around the world. Many potential challenges were realized when initiating the process to establish the MRI-based BT program. It would truly take a team approach with support from multiple departments (radiation oncology, gynecologic oncology, radiology, anesthesia) for the endeavor to be viable and successful.
Education
Historically, our radiation oncologists (MH/WS) treated cervical cancer patients with CT-based BT without first-hand experience in MRI-based BT. It was our institutional standard to perform 5 CT-based high-dose-rate (HDR) implants as an outpatient on non-consecutive days. For this reason, we needed to educate our collaborating physicians, physicists, and ourselves. We needed to determine the best applicator, dose-fractionation schedule, and prescription volume to develop an efficient workflow with optimal utilization of resources. Once we established the "big picture" aspects of initiating the MRI-based BT program, we turned attention to the details of the procedure. These would include materials (applicator, packing, contrast materials, etc.), MRI-related patient safety (applicator testing, contraindications to MRI, etc.), and inpatient management of BT patients (pain management, diet, bed rest, bowel management, etc.).
Coordination and workflow
Our center is spread out with an outpatient center at one end and the main hospital at the other end of the medical campus. Each location has an operating room and 1.5 or 3 Tesla (T) MRI units, but the HDR remote afterloader is in the department of radiation oncology located in the outpatient center. The hospital and the department of radiation oncology are not connected, which necessitates ambulance transport for patients being transferred between the two. The logistics regarding procedural location required collaboration and troubleshooting to determine the optimal workflow. We had to determine if the applicator placement, MRI acquisition, CT acquisition, and treatment delivery could be performed successfully without displacement of the applicator during patient transfers.
Physics challenges
Applicator and magnetic resonance imaging compatibility
The presence of a BT applicator when scanning with MRI raised multiple questions/concerns: 1. Is the applicator MRI safe, conditional, or unsafe? 2. If the applicator is MRI conditional, can those conditions be met given the specific MRI system and scan position of the applicator within the patient? 3. Will the applicator cause image artifacts and/or distortions? If yes, how can they be characterized and minimized? Medical devices are classified into three categories with regards to MRI safety. Briefly, MRI safe devices pose no known hazards in all MRI environments. Magnetic resonance imaging unsafe devices are known to pose hazards in all MRI environments. Finally, MRI conditional devices have been demonstrated to pose no known hazards in a specified MRI environment with specified conditions of use. The bulk of medical devices fall into the MRI conditional category, which requires medical staff to interpret whether the device can be safely scanned given the MR imager and associated equipment, the location of the device within the patient, and the scanning region of the patient [18] . For MR conditional applicators, the manufacturer documentation should list a maximum safe (or list of approved) magnetic field strength(s) and a maximum safe static spatial gradient field to mitigate magnetically induced displacement force and torque risks. The documentation will also typically list a maximum specific absorption rate (SAR) to be used, which correlates to the amount of radiofrequency energy introduced into the patient. This information then needs to be compared to the corresponding sections in the MRI system(s) documentation to determine if and how the applicator can be scanned safely [18, 19] .
It is also important to determine if the applicator will create artifacts or distortions in the resulting MR images. A device can be MRI conditional or even MRI safe and still cause image artifacts. In addition, the degree of artifact/ distortion in the images will vary depending on the position and orientation of the applicator with respect to the MRI scanner, the specific MRI pulse sequence used, and the parameters selected for that pulse sequence (repetition time, echo time, bandwidth, resolution, etc.). Ideally, testing the applicator within an imaging phantom is best for determining the severity of artifacts and distortions that can be expected in vivo. The applicator we used was the titanium MR conditional Fletcher-Suit-Delclos tandem and ovoid set (flexible geometry), model AL13030001 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Upon the provision of the Vienna-style applicator in May 2016, we incorporated use of the Vienna-style 3D Interstitial Ring Applicator Set 60, model GM11010190 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Magnetic resonance imaging safety
Patient and staff safety must be considered during the MRI procedure. Most radiation oncology staff are unfamiliar with MRI safety precautions, and most radiological staff are unfamiliar with radiation therapy planning, especially in patients with an implanted applicator. Education, training, and adherence to a procedure protocol are necessary to ensure patient and staff safety while imaging the patient for treatment planning.
Sequence acquisition
Magnetic resonance imaging is often employed during the workup and staging and pre-BT assessment of cervical cancer patients. However, the imaging protocol must be modified for the purposes of BT planning, especially when the patient has an MRI conditional applicator, to stay within manufacturer-specified safety limits. The MR images must then be made available for contouring in the treatment planning software and subsequent registration to the CT dataset. We also recognized that this applicator can cause artifacts in the resulting images [20, 21] . These applicator-induced artifacts can include signal loss, geometric distortion, and bright signal pile-up, and are caused by significant magnetic susceptibility differences between the applicator and the surrounding tissue [22, 23] . Given the limitations of MRI and the potential for applicator-induced artifacts [20, 21] , we would have to understand our imaging limitations with an applicator in place for accurate contouring and registration.
Results
Clinical solutions
The team and first steps
After the initial phases of planning in January 2014, we met with our colleagues in radiology, gynecologic oncology, and anesthesia to explain our goals and solicit support for all the hard work and planning that this program would entail. We are fortunate that support from our colleagues was immediate and wholehearted, which was the foundation for our ultimate success. Our team consisted of 2 radiation oncologists (MH, WS), 2 gynecologic oncologists (RP, ML), 2 radiologists (JY, AG), 1 MRI physicist (SS), 1 MRI radiation oncology physicist (AW), 4 clinical physicists (MS, BC, MM, JR), and additional support from our nurses, radiation therapists, and administrators within the hospital system. Regular communication within our group was maintained throughout the initiation process and remains vital even in our more established program.
Education
The authors began thoroughly reviewing the literature of the various aspects of MRI-based cervical BT. Additionally, our radiation oncologists have taught at and attended (WS and MH, respectively) the American Brachytherapy Society MRI-based cervical BT contouring course [24] . The best practice was described in the "An International Study on MRI-guided Brachytherapy in Locally Advanced Cervical Cancer" (EMBRACE) trial [25] . We also wrote a prospective study, so we could track and report our outcomes (LU 206907). Ultimately, our interest in image-based BT led us to write a review article emphasizing MRI-based BT for the treatment of cervical cancer [26] .
We first determined that in order to make the best use of our operative and imaging resources, we would try to minimize the number of applicator placements and MRIs. We decided that a 4-fraction course in 2 implants separated by 1-2 weeks would be optimal. This schedule has been well described by the University of Vienna group with excellent results [27, 28] . It is also more convenient for patients who must travel for their BT, and it was our hope to make BT more accessible to the community that we serve. The drawback from this schedule is that it requires multiple patient transfers over the course of 2 days, as the patient travels from the hospital to the radiation oncology department and back each day. The multiple transfers of the patient can increase inter-fraction motion of the applicator and uncertainty of dose delivery [29] . There are many uncertainties regarding MRI-based cervical brachytherapy, and it is important to understand them and how to minimize them [30] . MRI-based BT requires increased physician attention as delineation of HR-CTV and OARs is needed. The minimum dose to 90% of the HR-CTV (D 90 HR-CTV) is the most commonly prescribed target, since it is less sensitive to small variations in contouring [31] . Our institutional standard target dose in the CT era was 80-85 Gy in 2 Gy equivalent fractions (EQD 2 ) to point A. Our MRI-based BT initial dose to D 90 HR-CTV was also 80-85 Gy EQD 2 , but increased to ≥ 87 Gy based on data reported by Dimopoulos et al. as we gained experience [32] . We have since evolved to target D 90 HR-CTV of 90-95 Gy, as we utilize EMBRACE 2 planning goals with incorporation of a Vienna-style interstitial tandem and ring applicator [33] . Delineation of target volumes is beyond the scope of this report, but for more information the authors would refer readers to the recommendations from the The Groupe Européen de Curiethérapie and the European Society for Radiotherapy & Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) [12, 31] .
Coordination and workflow
There are many steps in the process that we utilized at our institution. On Day 1, we place the applicator in the operating room, obtain the MRI, and perform treatment planning and delivery. On Day 2, we deliver the second fraction, remove the applicator, and subsequently discharge the patient. Our detailed workflow, including time estimates for steps longer than 5 minutes is shown in Figure 1 . To make treatment days easier, we found it most efficient to establish a checklist for everything that required coordination prior to the procedure, which is shown in Figure 2 .
We decided to perform the procedure and MRI in the main hospital on Day 1. The MRI checklist is obtained preoperatively. Our process begins with induction of general anesthesia and exam under anesthesia. We dilate the cervical os and place the tandem using transabdominal ultrasound guidance to minimize the chance of uterine perforation [34, 35] . Two gold seeds are placed at approximately 3 and 9 o'clock positions in the cervix. The vaginal applicator (ovoids or ring) is placed, and the system is assembled and packed by the radiation oncologist. After packing is complete, the patient is returned to the supine position and orthogonal radiographs are taken to ensure proper applicator positioning [36] . We tried several iterations of our packing strategy with gauze soaked in different dilution ratios of gadolinium, dry gauze, and ultrasound gel-soaked gauze. We settled on using ultrasound gel-soaked gauze, as this has been shown to improve the contrast ratio [37] . GEC-ESTRO recommends using dry packing though for ≥ 1.5 T MRI and diluted gadolinium for 0.2 T MRI [38] .
Following verification of proper applicator placement, the patient is awakened and recovered from general anesthesia. Recovery generally takes about 1 hour. Intravenous narcotic pain medication is used in recovery. During the hospital admission, the patient is transitioned to oral narcotic pain management as needed. Adequate pain control is important so that the patient is both comfortable, and so she can hold still during imaging. Some centers have favored epidural anesthesia with good pain control [39, 40] . Epidural anesthesia may be associated with undesirable effects including perioperative morbidity [41] and emotional stress related to time spent immobilized in the supine position with the applicator in place between treatment fractions [42] .
Following applicator placement and recovery, the patient proceeds to MRI immediately. Magnetic resonance imaging availability can be a significant hurdle, but we provide notice to our MRI staff several weeks in advance to ensure MRI availability the morning of the procedure. In addition, we are scanning patients on an MR system that routinely handles inpatients, and therefore has builtin schedule flexibility to accommodate inpatient exams. We implemented a system using an MRI compatible padded transfer board to minimize motion due to patient transfers from MRI to CT. The padded transfer board is set up on the MR imaging table, and the patient is transferred onto the board prior to MR imaging. Details of the MRI safety and imaging protocols are discussed later. Glucagon 1 mg IV is administered immediately prior to image acquisition to minimize internal motion from bowel motility. The patient then remains on this padded transfer board during transportation to the department of radiation oncology for CT scanning. We found that using this technique minimized the motion between acquisition of MR and CT images, allowing for more reliable registration.
Once the CT data is imported into the treatment planning software, digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) were generated from this data. CT data is used for reconstruction of the applicator, while MRI data is used for contouring the target volumes and OARs. Discussions with the radiologists were commonly used to assist with target volume delineation for the first several patients. Treatment planning then commences with initial planning to deliver 7 Gy to point A. The dose is then optimized to increase the minimum dose to D 90 HR-CTV to the goal of ≥ 87 Gy initially, and more recently 90-95 Gy, EQD 2 for the entire course of treatment [33, 43, 44] . Once treatment planning is complete, the treatment is delivered, and the patient is transferred to the hospital. She stays overnight and is managed with narcotic pain medications, anti-emetics, and loperamide. We do not have routine dietary restrictions during admission.
On Day 2, the patient is again transferred to the department of radiation oncology for delivery of the second fraction. KV images are acquired and compared to intraoperative radiographs to verify the applicator position. The gold seeds implanted at the time of applicator placement can be used to verify stable positioning as well. In order to limit variation in bladder volume, we use a consistent bladder filling protocol of 30 ml prior to each imaging modality and prior to treatment. We do not acquire a CT prior to treatment on Day 2. We acknowledge that there may be internal variation of the sigmoid and rectum, but there can be variation of these organs in the time between the scan and first treatment and even during treatment. This is an uncertainty that we understand and chose to accept [29] .
In July 2014, we treated our first MRI-based patient, and a radiation oncologist (MH) and nurse practitioner followed the patient through the whole process. Subsequent patients were followed by our nurse practitioner throughout the process, and after about 10 patients, the process was seamless enough that each department operated independently to guide the patient through. Our program has evolved, and currently we have a special procedures nurse to supervise the patients' BT course. It was our ultimate goal to perform MRI-only planning (without CT), which has since been implemented. This strategy allows the patient to go to her hospital room after MRI, while her treatment planning is completed.
Physics solutions
Applicator and MRI compatibility
Since we chose an MRI conditional applicator, we referenced the manufacturer insert, which described the conditions under which the applicator was safe in the MR environment; these are summarized in Table 1 . We then had to assess, which MRI system at our institution, 1.5 T or 3 T, was best suited for patient safety and image quality. The 3 T systems were ruled out for the following reasons: 1. Significantly lower maximum theoretically estimated whole body specific absorption rate (SAR) level allowed when using the applicator: 0.5 W/kg at 3 T vs. 1.6 W/kg at 1.5 T. 2. SAR increases by a factor of 4 at 3 T compared to 1.5 T, which means that imaging protocols must be run at lower flip angles or larger TR's (recovery time) at 3 T in order to match SAR levels at 1.5 T. This negatively impacts signal-to-noise and image acquisition time. 3. Susceptibility artifacts increase with field strength; thus, these artifacts are worse at 3 T vs. 1.5 T. Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on a Magnetom Aera 1.5T MRI (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Ger- (Table 2) were safely below the maximum allowed values for the applicator. All MRI systems have software controls in place to adhere to the United States Food and Drug Administration and the International Electrotechnical Commission's guidelines for SAR [45, 46] . However, in the lowest software setting, normal mode, the whole body SAR will only be limited to an average of 2 W/kg. This value is higher than the maximum theoretically estimated whole body SAR recommended by the manufacturer for the applicator at 1.5 T. This means that the estimated whole body SAR must be manually checked by the technologist before each pulse sequence, in order to stay within safety guidelines. This is described in more detail in the MRI safety section.
Phantom imaging can assess the magnitude of artifacts of the titanium applicators in MRI. We developed a phantom holder (Figure 3 ) similar to those previously described [47, 48] and imaged the applicator on MRI and CT to evaluate artifacts and distortions. The tandem and ovoid applicator was segmented on axial CT images, which were then registered to the MR images in the treatment planning software. The applicator volume was then overlaid on all MRI sets in the open source software, 3D-slicer [49] , and distances were measured from the tandem tip to the MRI artifact edge in right/left/superior and anterior/ posterior/superior directions from coronal and sagittal acquisitions. Artifact regions were also manually contoured in coronal/sagittal orientations for area measurements. As would be expected, reductions in voxel size and increases in readout bandwidth reduced artifact size (average max artifact length decreased by 0.95 mm and average max area decrease by 0.27 cm 2 ). Interestingly, bandwidth increases yielded reductions in area (0.19 cm 2 ) and in distance measurements (1 mm) even with increases in voxel size, as compared to a standard imaging protocol [50] .
Magnetic resonance imaging safety
Since the applicator is MRI conditional, it is imperative that the correct MRI scanner and imaging protocol are used for these patients. The steps below detail the MRI scanning procedure that is followed for scans with the MR conditional applicator inserted into a patient. A checklist was also created for use during studies to ensure the correct safety procedure is followed as shown in Figure 4 . The stored imaging protocol was designed to minimize SAR, while maintaining adequate image quality. Each pulse sequence was configured to include a pause after preparation, so that the technologist can check the predicted SAR values. For each acquisition, SAR is targeted to be at or below 1.6 W/kg to meet the MRI conditional guidelines of the applicator. Before starting each MR image acquisition, the technologist checks the predicted whole body SAR value using the MR software to ensure it is less than 1.6 W/kg. If it is greater, the technologist modifies the MRI pulse sequence parameters to reduce the predicted SAR and repeat the procedure above. If the parameters cannot be modified to reduce the predicted SAR to 1.6 W/kg or less, that image acquisition is deferred and the technologist proceeds to the next MRI pulse sequence; however, we have never encountered this situation in our patients. After the final image acquisition and before the patient was removed from the scanner, the technologist records the SAR operating mode as a final safety check. The MR physicist (SS) reviewed the recorded SAR value at the time of scanning for the first three patients to ensure that SAR conditions Fig. 3 . Sagittal view of the phantom holder with the T&O applicator inserted. The holder was then placed in a plastic tub (Velcro was used to adhere the holder bottom to the tub).
The tub was filled with a 0.1 mM solution of Gadobutrol in distilled water to obtain an approximate T1 of 1.2 seconds at 1.5 T were followed. For all subsequent studies, random reviews of patient images were performed to ensure that the SAR limit is not exceeded. For reviews of 38 different MRI studies across 27 patients, the SAR limit was not exceeded for any pulse sequence run.
Magnetic resonance image acquisition and planning
Magnetic resonance images are acquired with two main goals: delineating the target and minimizing artifacts from the titanium applicator. Standard practice with MRI-based BT involves using 2D T2-weighted fast spin echo pulse sequences to visualize the gross target volume, which tends to appear hyper-intense relative to normal tissue. Artifacts produced by the applicator can not only obscure the diseased portions of the anatomy, but can also yield inaccuracies in catheter reconstruction if using MRI-only planning. We attempted to minimize this by using fast spin echo sequences and optimizing pulse sequence parameters in phantom studies. In addition, we started this program with the intent of doing MRI- based planning with CT for applicator reconstruction as opposed to an MRI-only planning. Therefore, we also ran a 3D MRI sequence to aid in the co-registration of CT images to MR images. Thus, the MR images are used to identify the targets and OAR, and the CT data was used for applicator reconstruction and treatment planning. Detailed information on our imaging protocol can be found in Table 3 .
Magnetic resonance imaging and CT images are exported to the planning software, where physicians then contour target volumes and OAR. T2-weighted images are acquired in an oblique axial orientation (perpendicular to the tandem and in the plane of the cervix) and are used for contouring. Obtaining MR images in this orientation was part of the instructions for the MR image protocol, and it is the standard acquisition orientation for diagnostic scans of the cervix. We use image registration software within the treatment planning system (Eclipse/ BrachyVision, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) to co-register the CT to the MR image data. Initially, we were concerned that there would be some discrepancies between the MR and CT data due to the curved MR tabletop, but in our experience this has not been an issue. Rigid registration is sufficient for our purposes since the padded transfer board minimizes patient motion between transfers, and presumably limits the degree of deformation due to the curvature of the MR tabletop. Image registration is performed using the axial oblique T2-weighted sequences as the source image and CT data as the target image. Data from the other MR pulse sequences is used to fine-tune the registration, especially the 3D with isotropic voxels, since these can be reformatted to match the imaging plane of the CT data. Applicator-induced artifacts and the subsequent impact on the delineation of applicator and source positions has not been an issue, as we initially reconstructed the applicator using the CT. The artifact has not seemed to significantly affect the quality of our image registration. Prior to transitioning to MRI-only planning, 3 of our radiation therapy physicists (AW, BC, MM) re-planned the first 10 patients, blinded to the CT scans, using only the MRI data sets. We compared the resulting plans with the patients' MRI/CT-based plans. We found no clinically meaningful differences in doses to the HR-CTV or OAR with addition of MRI/CT-based plans, so we have since performed MRI-only planning [51] .
Discussion
Magnetic resonance imaging-based cervical BT is a labor and resource intensive treatment modality. It requires significant coordination of care and effective communication to be thorough and efficient. The treatment delivery is very rewarding, since the treatment plan is of the highest possible quality and individualization for the patient. Each institution has its own challenges when starting an MRI-based BT program, which can be overcome with hard work and a dedicated multi-disciplinary team.
We described the processes that worked best for our institution. However, there are various methods that may be employed when performing MRI-based HDR intracavitary BT for the treatment of cervical cancer. Gill et al. described the utilization of MRI for the first fraction after applicator insertion with CT used for the remaining fractions [52] . Alternatively, Potter et al. demonstrated a methodology, in which a pre-treatment MRI is performed prior to performing an implant. Their study found that the pre-BT MRI helped define HR-CTV, especially compared to CT images with the applicator in place [53] . Tait   Table 3 . Magnetic resonance imaging protocol: MRI protocol for cervical brachytherapy planning. Version 1 is the original protocol that at the initiation of our MRI-based cervical brachytherapy program. Version 2 is the subsequent optimized version that was implemented after testing in patients [50] . The changes in readout bandwidth and spatial resolution reduced applicator-induced artifact with minimal signal-to-noise loss and without increasing imaging time et al. utilized a similar approach with a pre-implantation MRI, which was fused to the planning CT. The GTV and HR-CTV were contoured on the MRI, and a separate HR-CTV was made from the deformable image registration of the pre-implantation MRI to the planning CT [54] . Trifiletti and colleagues discussed yet another method, in which patients have a Smit sleeve placed after their first BT fraction, and an MRI is obtained with the Smit sleeve, but without the applicator in place. For subsequent fractions, CT is performed with the applicator in place, and these CT scans are fused to the MRI using the Smit sleeve for rigid body registration [55] . Other groups have published methods to facilitate implementation of MRI into a cervical BT program [56, 57] . Regardless of what method is used to incorporate MRI into a cervical BT program, such advanced imaging and treatment planning allows for optimal individualization of BT. Our program has continued to evolve with incorporation of a Vienna-style interstitial tandem and ring allowing for even tighter constraints to OAR and while delivering an increased D 90 HR-CTV. We hope that our experience can help other institutions establish their own MRI-based BT programs.
